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Seeking assistance
Rising property prices and
detailed affordability checks
mean, for some people, it can
be difficult to get a mortgage.
They may have a deposit ready, but on their
current income the monthly repayments
would be too much to afford.
This is where a special type of product from the West
Brom could help. Called the Assisted Mortgage, it
allows applicants to nominate someone they have
a close relationship with to act as their sponsor.
As a result, both parties’ incomes are taken into
consideration to determine how much money can
be borrowed. The sponsor joins the applicant in
becoming liable for the mortgage repayments,
however they don’t share ownership of the property.
Daljit Sehra is a Personal
Mortgage Consultant who
advises customers looking
to buy their own home. She
explains how the product works
and who could benefit from it.
How is an Assisted Mortgage different
from a regular home loan?
It allows the customer to combine their own
income with that of a sponsor, which then
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influences the total amount they might be able to
borrow in order to buy the property they want.
And how does it differ from a joint mortgage?
Only the main applicant takes full ownership of the
property. Sponsors may already be homeowners who
don’t want to purchase additional property, but are
willing to help with making monthly repayments.
Who can act as a sponsor?
Anyone who has a close relationship with the
mortgage applicant will be considered. This
usually means a family member, but we assess
each case individually. What we also find is
that over time, and as the applicant’s personal
earnings increase, the sponsor gradually steps
away and withdraws their financial support.
Are there any restrictions people
should know about?
Based on our current product range, a buyer
needs a deposit of at least ten per cent of the
property’s value. We will lend up to a maximum
of £500,000. We also recommend that both
the buyer and their sponsor seek independent
legal and tax advice before completion.
What sort of customer is the product aimed at?
First time buyers are an obvious example. I
recommended an Assisted Mortgage for a customer
who wanted to buy her first home, but was still

Keeping
in touch
Legislation introduced
earlier this year
has changed how
organisations process
consumers’ personal
information and carry out
direct marketing activity.
seeking employment after graduating. She had
already found the ideal property and needed
to act quickly to avoid losing it. So we discussed
the Assisted product and her father agreed to
act as a sponsor until she found a stable job.
Is it just first time buyers?
No, there are other situations where this product
might prove suitable. A change in circumstances
at home or in work could temporarily affect a
person’s ability to afford their mortgage repayments
or pass a lender’s income assessment. Support
from a sponsor could make the difference.

Find more information at:
www.westbrom.co.uk/
mortgages

For members of the West Brom it means we are
now required to seek your consent in order to
send out details of new products and services, or
invitations to attend branch events and open days.
This applies even if you have given your permission
in the past. However, it won’t affect the regular
service related correspondence you receive from
us, including interest rate notifications, statements
and regulatory updates.
If you’re happy to continue receiving direct
marketing communications then please let us
know. Speak to a member of staff in any West
Brom branch or call Customer Services on
0345 241 3785 (lines operate Monday to Friday
8.30am to 7.00pm; Saturday 8.30am to 12.30pm).

Society
performance
The West Brom has recently published its halfyear results, with updates on our activity in the
mortgage market helping people to buy their
own homes and how we’re continuing to
support our savings members.
Full details are on our website in the Latest
News and Financial Information sections.
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The generation game
West Brom customers have told us they
would be prepared to give up part of
their retirement fund to lend a helping
hand financially to a younger family
member or close friend.
Responding to our latest Customer Panel survey,
almost one in two (47%) were willing to offer a
proportion of their savings to the next generation.
Most would want to see this money used to either
help youngsters get on the property ladder, pay for
higher education fees or meet the cost of a wedding.
Rising house prices have seen the so-called
‘Bank of Mum and Dad’ play a more prominent
role nationally by contributing to planned
expenditure by younger people.
In 2017, the older generation spent an estimated
£6.5bn* on helping family and friends buy property.
Around 13% of Customer Panel members revealed
they had already put part of their retirement savings
towards aiding other person’s financial wellbeing.
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David Taylor, the West Brom’s Head of Products, said:
“Parents or family members have traditionally made
financial contributions to the next generation to assist
with major purchases or life events and this has
become even more widespread in recent years.
“Those approaching or already enjoying retirement
are only too aware that young people will find it
difficult to set enough money aside for something
like a house deposit and are therefore willing to offer
support by dipping into their own savings.”
Elsewhere, confidence among West Brom customers
in funding their retirement is higher than the national
average. Findings from the 2017 Wealth and Assets
Survey conducted by the Office for National Statistics
showed that just 42% of non-retirees felt they knew
enough about pensions to make a decision about
saving for retirement. This compares to 61% from
our Customer Panel survey.
Further research from the Wealth and Assets Survey
showed that 40% of people believe a work pension
is the safest method of saving for retirement. This is

Retirement
plans
“Young people will
find it difficult to set
enough money aside.”

supported by the Panel, with two thirds planning to
fund their retirement the same way.
Work pensions are closely followed by the state
pension and then private schemes, while around
a fifth of customers (17%) say they intend to downsize
their current property and use the proceeds from
the sale to boost their retirement pot.
When asked how they view their current financial
circumstances, three quarters of our Customer Panel
consider themselves satisfied. This figure increases
further for people aged 70 and over.
In addition, 57% believe that their financial
circumstances are faring better than those
of the younger generation.

While many may dream
of putting their feet up, or
perhaps pursuing a new
hobby during retirement,
54% of our survey respondents
who are considering retiring in the
next 15 years told us they would actually
like to continue working in some capacity.
The next most popular planned
pastimes were:

51%

Take frequent holidays

Spend more time
with family and friends

44%

51%

Home improvements
or gardening

* Legal & General, The Bank of Mum and Dad report 2017

Do more exercise

44%
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Giving members
a voice
At the West Brom we strongly
believe in the values of mutuality
and this includes ensuring the
Society operates in the long
term interests of all members.
Success is best achieved when members’ views
are fully understood and considered in our decision
making. To support this information gathering we
have appointed a new Member Council made up
of 13 individuals who manage their finances with us.
They will meet on a quarterly basis, discussing
a range of topics and offering the viewpoint
of the membership directly to both our Board
of Directors and Executive Committee.

Start saving young
It’s never too early to start
saving – that’s a mantra we are
championing with the release of
our latest children’s account.
The Children’s West Brom Access Account has
proved popular since its introduction into branches,
not least because of the competitive rate of interest
available to help young savers boost their balances.
A total of six withdrawals can be made during
the year without penalty, after which a lower
rate of interest is applied. This is to encourage
good savings habits and reduce the temptation
to go on frequent spending sprees.
Sophie Dwyer, Product Manager for savings
at the West Brom, said: “It’s important to make
children aware that sometimes we have to
save in order to get the things we want.
“Whether it’s to achieve a specific goal, or just
have money set aside for a rainy day, watching
your savings grow is always rewarding,
irrespective of age.”
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More than 40 members applied to join the Council
and the appointed representatives will convene
in January for their first meeting. Around the
same time, an equally sized Council representing
West Brom employees will also get together
to articulate their views on similar topics.
Jonathan Westhoff, Chief Executive of the West
Brom, said: “The introduction of the Member Council
shows our commitment to listening to the voice of
members when making key business decisions.
“We are looking forward to having plenty of
constructive and wide ranging discussions that will
be represented to the Society’s leadership team to
ensure that all perspectives are carefully considered.”

Be on your guard
Startling new figures from UK
Finance show that more than half
a billion pounds was stolen from
customers of British banks during
the first half of 2018.
Unauthorised fraud, which are transactions
made without the account holder’s knowledge,
accounted for most of the losses, £358m in total.
However, there is growing concern regarding
authorised push payment (APP) scams, whereby
customers are conned into sending their money
to someone else’s account.
A total of £145m was taken this way, up from
£101m during the first six months of 2017.
And the methods employed by the criminals
are becoming increasingly sophisticated
and convincing.
Examples include someone pretending to be
from your bank or the police who claim that
fraud has already taken place on your account.

They try to persuade victims to transfer money
to a supposedly ‘safe’ bank account, but this is
actually controlled by the criminals.
Fraudsters also pose as representatives from
utility firms and demand a payment, or attempt
to intercept an invoice being paid to a legitimate
service provider such as a solicitor. They say the
intended recipient’s bank details have changed
and insist the payment be redirected.
UK Finance has this advice for avoiding
APP scams and other forms of fraud:
•

A genuine bank or organisation will never
contact you out of the blue to ask for your PIN, full
password or to move money to another account

•

Don’t assume an email or phone call is authentic,
even if they know your basic details such as
name, address or mother’s maiden name

•

Never automatically click on a link in an
unexpected email or text

•

Always question uninvited approaches,
and contact the company directly
using a known email or phone number

•

Don’t be pressured into making a decision.
Genuine providers won’t rush you or mind
waiting if you want time to think.
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Fabulous fundraising
Support is building for our current
nominated charity, Black Country
Women’s Aid.
Customers and colleagues have shown fantastic
generosity to help raise more than £10,000 in the
first six months of the partnership.
Black Country Women’s Aid is a Sandwell-based
charity for victims of abuse and violence. It helps
around 8,000 women, children and men every year
to escape from violence, cope with trauma and
move on with their lives.
Fundraising activities to date include a golf day at
the Staffordshire Golf Club near Wombourne, cake
bakes, raffles and book sales.
In October, staff took part in a special ‘Wear Purple’
day which coincided with Domestic Violence
Awareness Month, while also collecting essential
items for women who are in refuge, such as
toiletries and cosmetics.

The charity’s Chief Executive Sara Ward said: “Abuse
comes in many forms and affects people of all
ages and from all walks of life. Women are most
commonly targeted; in fact one in four women in the
UK will experience domestic abuse in their lifetime.
“We believe that no-one should have to live in fear
of violence and abuse and we work tirelessly to
ensure that victims get the best support possible.
There is huge demand for our services, which is
why we are delighted the West Brom is providing
such fabulous fundraising assistance this year.

“Together we can offer a message
of hope, that we are able to help
individuals affected by abuse, both
practically and emotionally, and that
they don’t have to suffer in silence.”

Braille, audio and large print versions of this leaflet are available
upon request. Please contact us on 0345 241 3784.
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